
SMARTER NURSECALL
MESSAGING AND REPORTING
Not only does NexusCare deliver nursecall alerts directly to smartphones, it also

provides comprehensive reporting so you can get a much deeper understanding of
your nursecall data & integrate activity into your personal care records.

01865 367111
www.ghmcare.co.uk



NURSECALL MESSAGING
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NURSECALL REPORTING

Improve response times to critical alarms

For the first time, all is now calm. We don’t sound or
feel like an institution anymore. As you walk around
the home it feels peaceful and like I’ve always
intended a home should be.

Until they were silenced by Nexus I had not
appreciated just how intrusive Nursecall bells were.
Now I notice the calmness on a daily basis.

NexusCare provides a powerful messaging platform that
delivers nursecall alerts directly to smartphones.
Developed by GHM Care, Nexus takes alerts from your
existing nursecall systems and delivers the information to
smart devices so you can silence intrusive alarms around
the home.

Using NexusCare, we are able to unlock valuable
management information that has previously been
inaccessible to us. It also provides excellent evidence
to support our CQC rating.

NexusCare provides a reporting dashboard, to give a
much deeper understanding of your nursecall activity
across multiple locations. You can also integrate &
automatically record activity on personal care records. 

NO UPFRONT COSTS, NO HIDDEN EXTRAS JUST A

SIMPLE PRICE PER MONTH 

Arrange an online demo with one of our specialists

Choose which package you need

Arrange our simple monthly payment plan 

We install a small middleware box and

application for smart phones

Get full online training for managers and staff

Enjoy peace of mind with our ongoing support

and helpdesk

01865 367111
www.ghmcare.co.uk

Upcycle your current nursecall system

Silence your nursecall, offering tranquility for
residents and staff

Works with all existing nursecall systems

Number of calls per
home

Busiest periods in each
home

Level of call e.g.
emergency, assistance

Average response
times

Geographical analysis

Resident activity &
behaviour trends


